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Striking north to Phu
To ease with acclimatization, I spent an

extra night at Meta, passing the time with a
gentle day trek towards the base camp for
ascents of Kang Garu peak (6981m), before
continuing north, on a path that dipped in
and out of deep ravines as it slowly twisted
towards Phu. The effects of the Annapurna
rain shadow became increasingly apparent as
the landscape became rougher and drier,
with fantastically eroded cliffs and gnarled,
stunted juniper bushes.

Every time I heard a stone dislodged from
above, I scanned the slopes for a glimpse of
wild tahr (mountain goat) or blue sheep, both
often seen on these rugged trails. Eventually,
the trail climbed onto the high pastures
around ruined Chyakhu (3700m), where a
brace of bhattis served up a welcome meal of
daal bhaat, fuel for the final push to Phu. It
took several more hours, following a narrow,
precipitous gorge, to reach the crumbling
entrance gate to Phu. The village itself though
was still half an hour away, and I was glad to
drop my pack when I finally reached Phu’s
solitary lodge.

It’s wise to spend to spend two days in Phu
because of the altitude, a giddy 4070m, so I
devoted the time to exploring the village, a
stack of Tibetan-style mud and stone houses,
bedecked with prayer flags and crowned by

stacks of firewood. The upper part of Phu village
suffered extensive earthquake damage and was
mostly in ruins, but a set of steep switchbacks
delivered me to the doorstep of Tashi Lhakhang
Gompa, further up the ridge, where a friendly
nun proffered a cup of butter tea and invited me
to view the shrine’s inner sanctum.

Those with time could spend several happy
days exploring the ridges around Phu. Above
Tashi Lhakhang Gompa, with its 360 degree
views, a wild trail strikes north towards Tibet,
while a more easterly track tracks the glacial
moraine to Himlung Base camp (4920m). For
less ambitious trekkers, there are awe-inspir-
ing views from the bowl-shaped hanging val-
ley that perches enticingly atop the terraced
fields rising above Phu village.

Winding west to Nar
After an uneasy, altitude-affected sleep, I

donned my pack once again and retraced my
steps back along the Phu Khola, striking west
just before Meta on the same trail I had spot-
ted on my way north. A low suspension
bridge at the base of eroded hoodoos provid-
ed access to the charming monastery at Nar
Phedi (3510m), set on a serene ledge sur-
rounded by fluttering prayer flags, nightmare
ravines and sawtooth pinnacles. Despite their
humble circumstances, the monks offer lodg-
ings for trekkers and I sat with the novices on

their evening puja (prayer) ceremony before
joining in a hearty communal meal of thukpa
(Tibetan noodle soup). Sleep came easier at
this lower altitude, and I was well rested for
the climb to Nar. A twisting trail carried me up
above the clouds, passing scattered mule
trains and an atmospheric octagonal chorten,
before a bend in the trail revealed the green
barley fields of Nar village (4180m), stacked
against the hillside. The sun was still high in
the sky, leaving plenty of time to explore the
dirt paths winding between stone houses and
ancient Kagyud school gompas, and that
evening, I stocked up on extra carbs in prepa-
ration for the high point of the trek literally:
the 5320m Kang La (5320m).

Reaching this lofty eyrie is a much more
challenging undertaking than the legendary
Thorung La (5416m) on the Annapurna
Circuit. Above Nar, benign pastures soon give
way to lose scree and rocky moraine, and a
crudely-defined path, switches back and forth
past tattered prayer flags, to reach several
spirit-crushing false summits before finally
cresting the misty, knife-edge pass. Gasping
for breath, I paused to take a congratulatory
selfie on the boot-wide high-point and
scanned the landscape. I could pick out the
distant houses of Manang, the thin ribbon of
Humde airstrip, and the main Annapurna cir-
cuit, two vertical kilometers below, while the

snow-capped crags of Annapurna III and IV
hijacked the horizon.

The final day promised long hours of test-
ing trekking, descending tentatively at an
insanely steep angle before the path leveled
out onto open scree slopes. Here, the loose
gravel worked in my favor as I was able to
almost ski down the slopes, crossing yards
with each skittering slide. From here, it was
downhill all the way to Ngawal (3750m), the
final stop on the trek. Nevertheless, my knees
were close to crumpling as I finally rolled into
the village, where the Annapurna Circuit trini-
ty of banana pancakes, apple pie and wi-fi
awaited. After a week off the apple-pie trail, I
wasn’t entirely sad to rejoin the merry throng.

Nar Phu Practicalities
Nar Phu is a restricted area, and trekkers can

only enter with a special permit, which must be
issued through an accredited trekking agency,
who will also arrange the obligatory guide. At
the time of writing, the cost for the Nar Phu per-
mit ranged from US$75 to $90 depending on
the season; this is only valid for seven days so
you must complete the trek in this timeframe.
Be aware of the risk of Acute Mountain Sickness
(AMS) on this route; there is a large altitude gain
from Koto to Meta and it is essential to be accli-
matized to conditions above 3000m before
attempting this trek. (www.lonelyplanet.com) 
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